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Abstract: This paper characterizes the Georgia Film, Television, and Digital Media Tax 

Credit while examining other state film tax credit incentives and evaluation measures. In 

2010, the Georgia Department of Revenue saw over $45 million in tax off-set liability 

claimed by Georgia taxpayers as a direct result of the film tax credit. In the same year, 

the Special Council on Tax Reform and Fairness for Georgians found that although the 

film tax credit led to a substantial increase in the number of films in the state of Georgia, 

it is unclear whether the revenue generated from the credit exceeds the cost to the 

state. Of the 45 states offering film tax incentives, only 14 states did an in-depth 

analysis of the economic competiveness of the credit. Although some states found that 

the film tax credit did little to encourage job and revenue growth within the state, other 

states found the film tax credit to be considered a valuable economic development tool. 

Other state studies identified several evaluation models that could be used to evaluate 

the Georgia film tax incentive. Finally, other states identified several ways to enhance 

the economic competiveness of a film tax credit to include talent retention, loan 

programs, expansion of post-production, and purpose targeted tax incentives. 
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Executive Summary 

 Film tax incentives are increasing popular, and states are clamoring to find 

avenues to draw big budget films. In 2010 alone, production claimed $1.4 billion in film 

and televisions tax incentives. Over the last decade, states provided roughly $6 billion 

incentives for the film industry. Georgia is considered one of the top five places to film, 

with television, film, and music budgets amounting to $689.3 million in FY 2011. In 

2012, Georgia Governor Deal signed HB 1027, legislation designed to strengthen the 

Georgia film tax on May 3, 2012. Although the film tax credit is a major incentive offered 

by the state, there is little research done to determine if revenue generated by the credit 

exceeds the cost to the state. 

 The focus of this study is a comparative case study of the film tax credit. In order 

to evaluate best policy practices in other states, research drew upon legislative 

histories, press releases, program reports, and public documentation. The report begins 

with an overview of the Georgia film tax credit and then continues with the expansion of 

the film tax credit since 2005. The report then identifies those states that have a film 

credit, in addition to addressing any state initiatives to measure the effectiveness of the 

film tax credit. As the longest standing industry, the report also looks at the film industry 

in California. The report continues with a profile of selected states that completed in-

depth studies of the film tax credit.  

 The review of other state practices provides Georgia with several opportunities 

for expanding the film tax credit, in addition to identifying various tools to measure the 

economic impact of the credit. Other states used Impact Analysis for Planning 

(IMPLAN), Regional Economic Modeling INC (REMI), cost-benefit analysis, and surveys 



to measure the value of the film tax credit. The revenue per subsidy dollar claimed, or 

the amount of state revenue lost or gained because of the film tax credit varied between 

$0.13 and $5.71. The revenue lost per job created ranged from $14,156 to $33,500.  

 In addition to identifying tools to measure the effectiveness of the film tax credit, 

several state film tax credit studies identified best practices for attracting production. 

Georgia is one of the leading states in film tax incentives, but other states have recently 

added additional incentives to increase film production. Practices identified by other 

states that could also increase the attractiveness of Georgia’s film tax credit include 

increasing post-production, encouraging talent retention programs, developing loan 

programs, and purpose targeted incentives such as providing additional tax credits for 

creating infrastructure within the state.  

History 

Lamar Trotti, a Georgia native, produced the first Georgia featured film I’d Climb the 

Highest Mountain in 1951. The state of Georgia only had minor film activity until the 

popularity of Deliverance in 1973 (Ammons, et all, 2011). The success of Deliverance 

led to the establishment of the Georgia Film Commission in the same year. Since the 

establishment of the Georgia Film Commission, production in Georgia led to the 

completion of over 700 feature films, TV movies, TV series, single episodes and pilots 

("Film, television and," 2012).  

 In 2005, Georgia passed the first major piece of film legislation, the 2005 

Entertainment Industry Investment Act (HB 539). Prior the Entertainment Industry 

Investment Act in 2001, the Georgia General Assembly exempted the television and film 



industry from sales and use taxes on production-related expenses. The 2005 

Entertainment Industry Investment Act allowed for a nine percent base tax credit to be 

applied to a total investment of over $500,000. The 2005 Act including another three 

percent credit for Georgia residents, and additional three percent for filming that takes 

place in economically disadvantaged Tier 1 or Tier 2 counties ("Film, television and," 

2012). The final part of the legislation entitled production companies with a greater than 

$20 million investment in multiple television projects in a single year to receive another 

two percent tax credit. 

 The 2005 Entertainment Industry Investment Act led to a record setting year for 

the Georgia film industry. As the industry slowly began to decline, Georgia revamped 

the film industry with the 2008 Entertainment Industry Investment Act to remain 

competitive with states such as Louisiana that offer large incentive packages. The more 

competitive 2008 legislation changed the tiered tax credit system to a twenty percent 

across the board for productions that meet the $500,000 threshold. Additionally, a 

production company can qualify for an additional 10 percent logo if an animated 

Georgia promotional logo is part of the finished production ("Film, television and," 2012). 

The legislation expanded the film tax incentive to include video game productions. The 

increased tax incentives led to an increase in combined production budgets (film, 

television, and gaming) from $260 million in 2008 to $647 million in 2009.  

 House Bill 1027 recently amended the 2008 Georgia Entertainment Act. The bill 

adjusts the 10% logo incentive to include a link to Georgia web page in addition to 

better placement within the film (Georgia General Assembly, 2012).  The House Bill 

closes loopholes and better defines film distribution procedures. The Bill also caps 



interactive entertainment projects; a company must have a gross income of less than 

$100 million.   

Highlights of the Georgia Film Tax Credit 

  The Georgia Film Tax Credit, as established by the 2005 Georgia 

Entertainment Investment Act allows up to a 30% tax credit. A 30% tax credit is in line 

with the most competitive of states. Louisiana is generally considered to be the leader in 

film tax incentives offering an up to 35% tax incentive. Most states are generally 

between 20% and 25%, with Puerto Rico being the highest at a 40% tax credit incentive 

(Kharabi & Kemper, 2011).  

 The Georgia Entertainment Industry Act of 2008 established the transferable film 

tax credit. Georgia is one of fourteen states that offer transferable film tax credits. Most 

out-of-state production companies do not have a state income tax liability, therefore 

credits that can transferred to another company or individual within the state with a 

Georgia tax liability are highly valued. Film tax credits are generally transferred or sold 

at 89.6% of the face value (Pittner, 2011).  Another advantage of the film tax credit is 

that the credit may be carried forward for five years, or the company has five years to 

claim the tax credit against liability. Georgia’s carry forward period is one of the most 

generous, with only Louisiana offering a longer carry forward period of 10 years. 

  Georgia’s film tax credit does not have a sunset clause. A state with a sunset 

clause can repeal the law or parts of the law at a specific time. In the last few years, 

both Washington and Arizona allowed their film tax incentive programs to sunset.  In 

2011, Illinois adjusted proposed legislation to sunset the film credit at five years, but 



was amended to allow the program to continue for 15 years (Metz, 2011). In the year 

prior to the Illinois sunset, the state saw a decrease in film production in the state. 

Producers may spend years planning filming, and a state with a looming sunset clause 

can potentially drive production to states offering equally competitive tax incentives, but 

without a sunset clause. 

 Another highlight of the Georgia film tax credit is a lack of a production cap. 

Production companies in Georgia can claim unlimited tax off-set liability, the only 

exception being a $500,000 cap on wage claims per individual.  States with production 

caps severely hinder the chance of capturing large, revenue generating, big budget 

films. For example, Missouri has a production cap of $4.5 million, and in 2010, Missouri 

produced one big budget film (O’Leary, 2011). 

Production Rankings 

 Two businesses currently rank film tax incentives. P3 is an international trade 

magazine for industry professionals based in Hollywood that covers all aspects of 

filming to include preproduction, post-production, and post-distribution. Once a year, P3 

creates a yearly a top 10 list of states based on a combination of attractive combination 

of tax incentives, crew base, talent pool, infrastructure, accessibility, significant 

production revenue and overall popularity among filmmakers (Kharabi, & Kemper, 

2011). Film Production Capital is a full service entertainment finance company 

specializing in providing loans often collateralized by state film tax incentives. Film 

Production Capital yearly ratings are weighted toward those states with a high 

percentage of tax credit and ability to transfer credits, in addition to the same criteria as 



P3( Film Production Capital, 2012).  For 2011, P3 and Film Production Capital 

established the below ratings:  

 

 

P3 Rankings                        Film Production Capital  

1. Louisiana      1. Louisiana                                    
2. Illinois      2. Georgia      
3. Florida      3. North Carolina     
4. Georgia      4. Massachusetts 
5. California      5. New York 
6. Connecticut     6. Puerto Rico 
7. New York      7. New Mexico 
8. Utah      8. Pennsylvania 
9. New Mexico     9. Alaska 
10. Michigan      10. Connecticut 
 

 

 P3 ranked Louisiana for the state’s ability to attract repeat business, attractive 

incentive programs, deep crew base, and abundance of studio facilities. P3 also noted 

that Louisiana was the first state to offer film tax incentives, and has since seen a yearly 

minimum increase of 22% in productions (Kharabi, & Kemper, 2011). Louisiana’s tax 

incentive package is very similar to Georgia, with a 30% transferable credit, no cap, and 

a minimum expenditure requirement of $300,000, lower than Georgia’s required 

$500,000. Film Production Capitol ranked Louisiana for generous tax credits, a “long 

running” program, more abundance of vendors and crews, and more of the production 

budget can qualify for tax incentives (Film Production Capitol, 2011). The drawback of 

Louisiana’s film industry is a lack of scenery such as mountains, deserts, or 

skyscrapers. California, with the largest film base, was only noted in the P3 top ten list. 



California failed to meet Film Production Capitol’s more tax incentive focused list 

because California caps tax incentive off-liablity at $100 million yearly. Georgia received 

credit from both companies for a high uncapped film credit, and a growing vendor and 

crew depth. Film Production Capital faulted Georgia for not allowing finance costs to 

qualify for the tax credit, even if paid by a Georgia lender.  

Estimated Revenue and Cost  

 Although not the first, Georgia was one of the earlier states to provide high profile 

film tax incentives in 2005. By 2007, a larger number of states saw the benefit of 

offering film tax incentives, and created packages more on par with those in Louisiana 

and Georgia. In 2007, only Georgia produced only 48 films with a production budget 

total of $93 million (Film, Television and Digital Entertainment Tax Credit, 2012). In 

order to remain a powerhouse, the state passed the Entertainment Industry Investment 

Act in 2008. The 2008 EIA caused a huge spike in production, and production nearly 

tripled, and total combined production budgets increased to over $152 million. Film 

producers and film industry experts in the state positively reviewed the 2012 EIA 

adjustments, predicting continued growth in the film industry in the upcoming years. 



 

 (*Data provided by the Georgia Film, Music, and Digital Entertainment Office)  

 As the number of films produced in Georgia increased, and production budgets 

expanded, the number of film tax credits claimed stayed consistent with the growing 

numbers. The Department of Revenue refers to the number of tax credit dollars claimed 

as off-set liability. The off-set liability is the number that the income tax is reduced by. 

This can either be claimed directly by the production company if they have a tax liability 

in the state, or claimed by another taxpayer or entity that purchased the film tax credit.  

The 2008 off-set liability claimed correlates with the 2008 EIB Act spike, and the $126 

million claimed in off-set liability mirrors the number of high budget films in 2010 

(Department of Revenue, 2012). 
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 (*Data provided by the Georgia Department of Revenue)  

Incentive Breakdown 

 38 states offer some sort of film tax incentive.  
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 Like Georgia, 25 states offer a tax credit ranging from 10% to 40%. 13 other 

states offer some sort of incentive to include cash rebates, grants, lodging exemptions, 

or sales and use tax exemptions. Delaware, New Hampshire, Nebraska, South Dakota, 

and Nevada do not offer any film tax incentives. Nevada is the only state of the five 

without incentives to attempt to create a film tax credit. The original Nevada bill was for 

a 25% tax credit, but was later dropped to 15% (Schoenmann, 2011). The bill was left 

on the table at the end of the 2011 house legislative session without resolutions. Maine 

and Iowa currently do not have funds appropriated for film tax incentives. 

  Iowa, Arizona, New Jersey, Washington, and Kansas are the five states with 

suspended film tax credits or the credit has sunset. The most well-known suspension is 

directly related to the Iowa film tax scandal. The former Iowa Governor, Chet Culver, 

suspended the program in 2009 when an internal audit found that tax credit funds were 

used to purchase luxury vehicles, in addition to finding that $26 million of $32 million tax 

credits were awarded an independent filmmakers in Iowa are currently charged with 

falsely obtaining state tax credits.  While Iowa’s program remains in limbo, New Jersey 

recently made efforts to renew the suspended program. The New Jersey Governor, 

Christopher Christie, commissioned a new survey of the effectiveness of the film tax 

credit. 

Profiled State Evaluations 

Massachusetts 

 Every year, in accordance with statutory requirements, Massachusetts estimates 

the economic impacts of the film tax incentive. Massachusetts has a balanced budget 

requirement which requires the state to offset tax expenditures on the film tax incentive. 



The state used the Regional Economic Models Incorporated (REMI) that estimates the 

net economic and fiscal impacts of the film tax incentive program.  REMI is a multi-

sector regional model that relates spending in one sector of the economy to the 

spending in other sectors.  The model is useful to determine how an increase in film 

production expenditures requires a decrease in government spending necessary to 

maintain a balanced budget. The program found that the in calendar year 2010, the film 

tax incentive program generated $.8 million in new state revenue, but Massachusetts 

paid an estimated $45.4 million in credits issued in 2010 (Pittner, 2011). Massachusetts 

also estimated that the film tax incentive created an estimated 19 net new full time 

equivalent employees (FTEs) and 684 FTES based on film production spending and 

multiplier effects (Pittner, 2011).  

Pennsylvania 

 

Due to Senate Resolution 2009-20 and House Resolution 2009-127, the Legislative 

Budget and Finance Committee hired Economics Research Association to evaluate the 

Pennsylvania’s film tax credit. The report returned with four key findings.  

 A focus on workforce and physical infrastructure development 

 Links to businesses and talent retention programs 

 Alignment of the credit and its implementation to specific economic goals 

 Defining and creating a durable niche 

 

Using the IMPLAN model, the company found a net fiscal loss comparing the net 

present cost of the film tax credit ($58.2 million) to the taxes generated by productions 



directly receiving the credits ($17.9 million) (Economics Research Associate, 2009). The 

study found a net gain to Pennsylvania of $4.5 million when considering indirect benefits 

to other industries (Economics Research Associate, 2009).   

New Mexico 

 The Arrowhead Center, part of the New Mexico State University published a 

report on the film tax credit in 2008. The policy center used IMPLAN to measure direct, 

indirect, and induced effects. During fiscal year 2008 the New Mexico government 

granted $38.195 million in rebates. The resulting increase in economic activity 

generated an estimated $5.518 million in revenues (Popp & Peach, 2008). The implied 

return is then only 14.44 cents on the dollar. New Mexico currently offers zero percent 

loans to qualified production companies. During fiscal year 2008, $155.7 million in 

industry loans remained outstanding (Popp & Peach, 2008). Although, New Mexico 

found a low return on the dollar and still has many outstanding loans, the program 

remained in place without change until 2011. As of 2012, the loan program is capped at 

$25 million a year. 

New Jersey 

 Due to budget cuts, New Jersey suspended the film tax credit in 2010 until the 

credit could better evaluated as an effective economic tool. New Jersey’s Science and 

Technology University prepared on report the following year (2011) for the New Jersey 

Economic Development Authority. Investigators for the University used several tools to 

analyze the film tax credit program. The study used IMPLAN, and also a cost benefit 

analysis to determine the value of the film tax credit. The findings concluded that, 



“Overall and given market conditions, we have determined that the film program is a 

cost effective way for New Jersey to create and maintain jobs in the film industry, 

through the highest wage jobs remain out of state.”(New Jersey Science and 

Technology University, 2010). One recommendation, in line with several other states, 

was an increase in the annual cap from the current $10 million to increase television 

production, and in turn increase infrastructure while creating more predictable revenue 

streams. The report concluded that a larger program would increase employment while 

only modestly increasing tax off-set liability; therefore, the New Jersey Film Tax Credit 

should be reinstated (New Jersey Science and Technology University, 2010).  

 In response to the New Jersey Institute of Technology’s report on the film tax 

credit, the Chief Economist of New Jersey’s Department of the Treasury provided an 

additional assessment. The assessment concluded that input-model did not sufficiently 

prove a 1,682 job increase or an increased state product of $259 million (New Jersey 

Science and Technology University, 2010). The Chief Economist, in a letter to the 

Governor Christie, concluded that the film tax credit provided little economic benefit to 

New Jersey, and recommended that the program remain dormant. 

 
Louisiana 
 

 
 In 2005, the Louisiana Legislative Fiscal Office used a REMI study to measure 

the economic effectiveness of the film tax credit. The study found that per subsidy dollar 

claimed, the state only saw a return of $0.19. Although the state saw a low return on the 

dollar, the film tax credit created an estimated 168 jobs in 2004, and at a cost of only 

$14,156 lost in revenue per job created (Albrecht, 2005).  



 Even with the low return on the dollar, Louisiana continued to expand the film 

industry in the state through legislation. In 2011, Louisiana Economic Development 

hired BaxStarr Consulting to measure the economic impact of the film tax credit from 

2008 to 2010. BaxStarr consulting used IMPLAN and also a series of interviews with the 

following organizations and individuals: regional advocate/marketing organizations, 

economic development offices at the state and local levels, production companies, 

sound stage managers, and spinoff businesses as well as comparable offices (primarily 

film) from other states with entertainment incentives (Baxter, 2011) BaxStarr’s IMPLAN 

model showed a return of $5.71 per subsidy dollar claimed. The survey found that 

refundable tax credits, versus transferable tax credits that Georgia and Louisiana are 

much more valuable to producers. In the case of refundable tax credit, the production 

company uses the credit against its liability at tax time, and receives a refund for any 

balance beyond its taxes owed. Or a production with no tax liability receives a refund 

check based on total credit claimed.  

 BaxStarr closely examined post-production capabilities within the state. During 

the interview process, BaxStarr found that, “Louisiana have the capacity to 

accommodate most of the “below-the-line,” hands-on film creation functions, and some 

of the creative/management “above-the-line” skill. It is primarily post-production that is 

still often taken back to Los Angeles or New York.” (BaxStarr, 2011) The study did note 

that although most post-production is not done in Louisiana, there still exists a small, but 

upward post-production trend in the state. 

 

 



California 

 The Milken Institute produced a report in June 2012 entitled “Fighting Production 

Flight”: Improving California’s Filmed Entertainment Tax Credit Program.” Due to 

competing tax incentives from other states, California’s concentration of film 

employment dropped from 4.4 times the national average in 1997 to less than 3.7 times 

the average in 2012 (Klowden, et all, 2012).  The Milken Institute reviewed all state 

programs and a select number of international programs to create a list of best practices 

that could enhance California’s film tax credit program.  

 

        (Table from the Milken Institute) 



 As California overall saw a decline in film industry, one of the largest areas of 

decline occurred in post-production. The Milken Institute noted that most post-

production jobs rely on digital technology, and are therefore more mobile: post-

production does not have to take place in the same location as production. According to 

the Milken Institute’s data, “The number of post-production jobs in California plummeted 

from 15,252 in 1996 to 8,734 in 2003, a decline of 43 percent. The situation has 

somewhat improved since then, and in 2010, California had close to 10,000 post-

production jobs.” (Klowden, et all, 2012) In order to improve both production and post-

production in California, the Milken Institute made the following recommendations: 

Purpose Targeted: California could select areas that need improvement, such as 

continuing to build California’s infrastructure. For example, New York offers an 

additional 5% tax incentive for construction and upgrades to film facilities.  

Transferability not contingent on production type and budget: California only allows 

independent films with a budget of less than $10 million to transfer credits.  

No production budget cap: California has a production cap of $75 million for feature 

films; films that have a production budget over $75 million do not qualify for tax credits.  

Sub-region specific: Alaska, Texas, Minnesota and British Columbia increase incentives 

for production outside of metropolitan areas.  

Resident Specific: Texas and Louisiana offer wage tax credits on a tier system based 

on residency. Other states provide tax incentives for job training. 



Sunset-free: Without a sunset clause, producers can plan without worrying about losing 

film tax incentives in the future. 

Seasonal Assistance: Florida offers incentives for off-season production which can 

provide additional or more stable employment even in less favourable weather 

conditions. 

Promoting production of Commercials: California produces half of all commercials in 

the United States, but New York increased commercial incentives in 2007 and offers 

different production pools based on location. 

 

Summary of Other State Evaluations 

 

 

  

State And 
Year of 
Study

Investigator

Revenue 
Per 
Subsidy 
Dollar 
Claimed

Revenue 
Lost Per job 
Created

Jobs
Created as 
Result of 
Subsidy

Method of 
Analysis

Connecticut
(2009)

Department of 
Economic and 
Community
Development

$1.07 $33,500 395 (created 
in 2007)

REMI  & 
Cost-
Benefit

Arizona
(2009)

Department
of 
Commerce

$0.28 $23,676 317 (created
in 2009)

IMPLAN 

New York
(2009)

Ernest and
Young

$1.90 Not
Evaluated

7,031 (total
from 2004 
to 2009)

IMPLAN



 The Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD), using a 

REMI model, found that the film tax program positively impacts the economy, and the 

DECD made several recommendations regarding the incentives. The DECD 

recommended a tax incentive favoring in-state labor and a loan program (Department of 

Economic and Community Development, 2009). Connecticut, like Georgia, but unlike 

many other states, does not have a tax incentive that favors in-state labor versus out of 

state labor. The DED also concluded that Connecticut’s lack of a loan program potential 

hurt the market for independent films.  

 Arizona created an incentive program in 2006, but allowed it to expire in 2010 

when the Department of Commerce reported low returns on investment for the film tax 

credit. Since 2010, the Arizona House has introduced a bill every year to reinstate the 

film tax credit. A bill is currently scheduled for a House vote that proposed a 20 percent 

tax credit with a $250,000 expenditure minimum. The bill also includes another 5% 

credit for the use of private facilities in the state, but the suggested rebate has a cap of 

$15 million (Tang, 2012).  

 Ernest and Young found that the film tax credit is extremely profitable for New 

York City. (Ernest and Young found similarly high results for New Mexico also.) The 

State of New York commissioned Ernest and Young when the New York Governor’s 

Film Office saw a drop of $750 million in New York film production from July 2006-July 

2007, as compared to previous months (Ernest and Young. (2009). The film office 

accredited competing incentives from other states for the fall, particularly Connecticut 

and Massachusetts, and raised the film tax credit percentage from 10% to 30% of 

qualifying costs in 2008. In order to remain competitive, in 2012, Governor Cuomo 



authorized an additional five percent (for a total of 35 percent) in tax credits would be 

available for available for post-production expenditures within the state. (The Deadline 

Team, 2012) 

Implications for Georgia 

 The 2010 Georgia Governor’s Special Council on Tax Reform and Fairness 

found that, “ little research has evaluated the value of economic development tax 

incentives,” yet economic development tax credits are expected to cost the state more 

than $100 million in FY12 (Governor’s Special Council on Tax Reform and Fairness, 

2010). (Georgia provided over $45 million in film tax credit incentives in 2010). Georgia 

is not in the minority in terms of tax incentive evaluation; out of the 45 states offering 

film tax incentives, only 14 states did an in-depth evaluation of the economic 

effectiveness of the film tax credit. Massachusetts is the only state with a statutory 

requirement to evaluate the film tax credit yearly as part of a balanced budget. 

Massachusetts uses the most common method of evaluation for film tax credits, the 

IMPLAN model. The second most common method of evaluation is the REMI model. 

Three states, Kentucky, California, and New Jersey also incorporated surveys of a 

broad range of production companies, film tax credit brokers, and other industry 

personnel to evaluate the effectiveness of the film tax credit.  

 Out of the 14 states that conducted evaluations, the revenue per subsidy dollar 

claimed, or the amount of state revenue lost or gained because of the film tax credit 

varied between $0.13 and $5.71. The revenue lost per job created ranged from $14,156 

to $33,500. Overall, more studies showed a loss to the state, rather than an economic 



gain. Private consulting firms, such as Ernest and Young and BaxStarr Consulting 

consistently showed a gain to the state, while the lower returns, such $.0.13 (Louisiana) 

and $0.28 (Arizona), were found in studies conducted by internal evaluators. The 

Department of Commerce found the low return for Arizona, while the Louisiana Fiscal 

Office found the film tax credit returned little to the state. The return on the dollar to the 

state varied less on the economic model used, but appears to be more dependent on 

the investigator. Any of the models used by other states are viable potential options for 

measuring the effectiveness of the film tax credit in Georgia. 

 The three film tax evaluation surveys found similar results. Survey respondents, 

greater than 90%, indicated that a tax credit was somewhat or very important to their 

decision to film. Additional capital and return on investment (ROI) was the most 

important factor in choosing a filming location (Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on 

Tax Reform, 2012). Labor, or the pool of production talent, ranked second in terms of 

value to production companies. Georgia’s incentive program is aggressive in both 

areas: Georgia’s transferable 30% tax credit is competitive, and recently Georgia made 

steps toward increasing the available labor within the state. In 2010, the Georgia Film 

Office launched the Camera Ready Program which connects production companies with 

trained and certified camera crews all over the state (Film, Television and Digital 

Entertainment Tax Credit, 2012). The Kentucky’s Governor’s Blue Ribbon Commission 

on Tax Reform in 2012 cited Georgia’s Camera Ready Program as an effective strategy 

for sustaining the film industry (The Kentucky’s Governor’s Blue Ribbon Commission on 

Tax Reform, 2012).  



 Although Georgia’s film tax incentive program is very strong, results from other 

state surveys indicate that there is still room for growth in the film industry. Post-

production (editing, visual effects, color correction, and sound mixing) is huge area of 

potential growth, particularly with the decline in California’s hold on the industry. New 

York recently increased the tax credits from 10% to 30% for qualifying productions that 

do post production within the state. In connection with post-production, Georgia could 

possible look at purpose targeted film tax incentives to create a stronger infrastructure 

and in turn, a larger share of post production. New York, in addition to increasing the 

incentive for post-production, also offers another 3% in film tax credits for qualifying 

infrastructure creation.  

 In 2008, Georgia adjusted the original Entertainment Industry Investment Act to 

provide the same tax incentive for both in-state and out of state labor. Yet several other 

studies found that favoring in-state labor provided a substantial benefit to the state. For 

example, Louisiana offers an up to additional 5%, on top of the 30% based on the total 

payroll of Louisiana residents employed in connection with production. Although 

producers favor states that offer the same economic incentives to all labor pools, 

Georgia may want to evaluate whether this incentive is valuable to the state. Louisiana 

is considered the top film production destination, and providing additional incentives for 

in-state labor appears to be economically viable. 

 Other avenues for growth include talent retention, loan programs, seasonal 

assistance, and geographic incentives. Louisiana pioneered programs to connect 

universities and the film industry. New Mexico offers up to $15 million in loans yearly 

with zero percent interest. Kentucky is potentially looking to model the New Mexico’s 



loan program to increase production and attract more independent films. Florida and 

Alaska offer additional incentives for filming during off-season times. Similar to the in-

state labor debate, Georgia offered greater incentives for film production in less 

developed counties prior to 2008. California and New York are both looking to increase 

production outside of the metropolitan area. Currently Alaska, Texas, and Minnesota 

offer incentives for filming outside of metropolitan areas. 

 Georgia is a proven leader in the film industry with high value incentives and a 

growing labor pool. Georgia continues to attract high budget feature films, with an 

average production budget average of $41.7 million (Film, Television and Digital 

Entertainment Tax Credit, 2012). High production costs translate to millions of dollars in 

tax off-set liability within the state. Through the use of a number of evaluation tools, 

Georgia can determine if this costly tax incentive is a benefit to the state, in addition to 

identifying possible options to continue to solidify Georgia’s position as a leader in the 

film industry. 
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